Thrust and Power Output of the Bacterial Flagellar Motor: A Micromagnetic Tweezers Approach
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ABSTRACT One of the most common swimming strategies employed by microorganisms is based on the use of rotating helical filaments, called flagella, that are powered by molecular motors. Determining the physical properties of this propulsive system is crucial to understanding the behavior of these organisms. Furthermore, the ability to dynamically monitor the activity of the flagellar motor is a valuable indicator of the overall energetics of the cell. In this work, inherently magnetic bacteria confined in micromagnetic CoFe traps are used to directly and noninvasively determine the flagellar thrust force and swimming speed of motile cells. The technique permits determination of the ratio of propulsive force/swimming speed (the hydrodynamic resistance) and the power output of the flagellar motor for individual cells over extended time periods. Cells subjected to ultraviolet radiation are observed to experience exponential decays in power output as a function of exposure time. By noninvasively measuring thrust, velocity, and power output over time at a single-cell level, this technique can serve as the foundation for fundamental studies of bacterial hydrodynamics and also provides a novel, to our knowledge, tether-free probe of single-cell energetics over time.

INTRODUCTION

Bacteria represent a large fraction of the Earth’s biomass (1–4) and can dramatically affect human health outcomes (5–7), serve as the foundation of ecosystems (8–12), and even alter the chemical and physical geology of the planet (13–16). Motility and chemotaxis (17–22)—the ability to selectively navigate a chemically heterogeneous microenvironment—are essential to the viability of many bacterial species. Central to this motility is a chemically driven helical appendage known as the flagellum (23), which serves as the source of bacterial propulsion. Gaining insight into flagellar thrust and the resulting hydrodynamics that determine swimming trajectories is not only crucial to understanding the behavior of these organisms but also to the development of analogous synthetic and biohybrid microswimmers (24,25) and the realization of biology-driven nanomedicine (26). Moreover, flagellar propulsion is also the source of activity in a broad class of active matter systems (27,28), displaying diverse collective behaviors far from equilibrium, including self-assembled clusters (29–31), vortices (32,33), and pearling structures (34). Finally, flagellar activity serves as a proxy for the overall cellular energetics, making the power output of the flagellar motor a valuable quantity for investigations of single-cell metabolites (35). Despite the relevance of flagellar thrust to these diverse areas, only a limited number of techniques (36,37) permit in situ measurement of flagellar thrust and
related physical properties of flagellated microswimmers. These techniques rely on either optical-tweezers-based approaches (37) or dielectrophoresis (36), which do not readily permit repeated measurements on individual cells and offer substantial challenges to scaling the cell throughput.

In this work, we present a novel, to our knowledge, means of directly measuring the flagellar thrust output by the flagellar motors of large numbers of bacteria, using a micro-magnetic platform (38) and an inherently magnetic model swimmer, the amphitrichous (biflagellated) magnetotactic bacterium *Magnetospirillum magneticum* (AMB-1) (39) (Fig. 1 a). Exploiting their magnetism by applying forces and torques to the cell body allows direct measurement of the flagellar thrust, swimming speed, and magnetic moment of each individual cell, which in turn enables direct calculation of the hydrodynamic resistance and overall power dissipated by the flagellum. Finally, the exploitation of this technique for single-cell metabolic experiments is demonstrated by noninvasively tracking the decay of flagellar output power under exposure of the cell to ultraviolet (UV) radiation. This approach permits direct, tether-free monitoring of the flagellar activity of single cells for extended periods of time, and furthermore, because the technique is based on lithographic techniques developed in the semiconductor industry, it suggests a route to high-throughput scaling of single-cell studies through multiplexing.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

AMB-1 cells derive their inherent magnetism from internal membrane-bound nanoparticles, called magnetosomes (40). They also possess two antipodal flagella (41) that allow them to swim parallel or antiparallel to magnetic field lines, thereby allowing their swimming direction to be controlled by a homogeneous external magnetic field—magnetic torque applied to the magnetosomes causes the cell body and flagellar thrust to align with the chosen field direction. Alternatively, to apply magnetic forces requires spatial gradients in the magnetic field. To create such gradients, microscopic linear cobalt-iron (CoFe) microstructures are patterned onto a surface (see Fig. 1) (38). These micro-bar magnets are initially magnetized by a momenatry large (~10,000 G) external field that produces a single-domain magnet. Upon removal of this initial field, the domains relax into a “bar magnet” state, wherein the central segment is largely homogeneously magnetized, whereas at the termini, domain walls emerge that act as either a local source (north pole) or sink (south pole) of magnetic field. These poles produce sites with locally high field gradients (10⁴ T/m) (38), allowing forces comparable in scale to the flagellar thrust (~pN) to be applied on nearby AMB-1 cells under microscope observation. Images are recorded using a custom-built Leica Metallurgical Microscope (Leica Microsystems, Buffalo Grove, IL) in brightfield illumination using a 40x objective and a Retiga-EXI camera (QImaging, Surrey, BC, Canada). Videos are recorded using Nikon Elements Software and analyzed in ImageJ. See Videos S1, S2, and S3 for recorded cellular trajectories and accompanying description for details of the experimental protocol.

As previously demonstrated (42), these patterned traps are capable of suppressing the movement of AMB-1 to achieve single-cell confinement. To trap a bacterium, its body is first oriented perpendicular to the patterned surface (Fig. 1 b) by a weak external field pointing into the surface (Bz ~ –90 G) produced by a surrounding solenoid. This results in accumulation of cells with a given polarity (north-seeking) near the surface bearing the CoFe magnets, whereas cells of the opposite swimming polarity are driven away. When far removed from the CoFe magnets, these perpendicularly oriented cells drift laterally, like a top, while perpetually swimming into the solid surface. Near the magnetic patterns, however, the local field generates a magnetic force on the magnetosome chain. The patterned north poles become sites of repulsion, whereas south poles become sites of attraction, which draw the cell to the center of the bar terminus and suppress lateral (xyz) position fluctuations, creating a trap.

Once the cell is located in the trap, an additional in-plane external field component (Bxy) provided by a two-axis electromagnet (38) causes the external field and cell body to tilt away from the z axis and project a component of the flagellar thrust Fflag along the surface plane. Here, we have assumed that the mean cell orientation is well-aligned with the field. Although hydrodynamic torques can cause large discrepancies between the cell long axis and field orientation, these may be eliminated at large fields in which the magnetic torque overcomes hydrodynamic torques and thermal motion (42). Thus, for the field strengths used in this study (90 G), the mean cell orientation is taken to be parallel to the external field. As the tilt angle (θ) is increased from perpendicular (Fig. 1 c), Fflag increases relative to the magnetic trap force (Fmag) on the cell. Thus, just beyond a critical tilt angle θc, where Fflag balances Fmag, the cell escapes the trap, allowing the flagellar thrust Fflag to be inferred from the known magnetic forces acting on the cell at its escape angle. For a magnetic cell with magnetic moment m, Fmag (plotted for several angles θ in Fig. 1 d) is given as

\[
F_{\text{mag}} = m \left[ \sin \theta \frac{\partial B_z}{\partial x} - \cos \theta \frac{\partial B_x}{\partial x} \right].
\]

FIGURE 1  (a) TEM image of AMB-1 showing magnetosome chain and flagella. (b) A cell is trapped over the south pole of a CoFe micro-bar magnet under the influence of an external magnetic field pointing into the surface (Bext = Bz). In this condition, flagellar forces Fflag act in the z-direction while magnetic trap forces Fmag act in the plane and orient toward the center of the trap (circular contours indicate lines of constant force). (c) When the cell is tilted along the long axis of the bar magnet (x-direction) with an in-plane field (Bext = Bx + Bz), a flagellar force component Fx act is projected into the plane, and Fmag is attenuated, allowing the relative strength of Fflag and Fmag to be tuned until, at a critical angle θc, the cell escapes the trap. (d) Fmag along the x-direction is shown, calculated as a function of external field angle θ. The force barrier increases and moves away from the trap center as θ is increased. To see this figure in color, go online.
Hence, determining $F_{\text{max}}$ (and thus $F_{\text{drag}}$) requires 1) a calibration of the trap achieved by measuring the field gradients in its vicinity, 2) acquisition of the magnetic moment $m$ of each individual bacterium, and 3) determination of the angle of escape $\theta_e$. Using this combination of measurements, the flagellar thrust $F_{\text{flag}}$ and also swimming speed $V_{\text{cell}}$ are determined from a single measurement sequence.

** Trap calibration **

Superparamagnetic beads (diameter $d = 2.8 \, \mu m$ Dynabeads M-270 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA)) of diameter comparable to the cell lengths are used to determine the field gradients emanating from the CoFe micro-bar magnets. Unlike AMB-1, which has a constant magnetic moment $m$, superparamagnetic beads have a magnetic moment proportional to the net field $m_{\text{bead}} = \chi_b V B_{\text{ext}}$ where $\chi_b$ is the particle volume susceptibility (0.17 for previously measured beads (43)) and $V$ is the bead volume. Hence, the force on a superparamagnetic bead is given by

$$F_{\text{flag}} = -\gamma_{\text{bead}} \left( \vec{r}_{\text{bead}} + \vec{Z}_{\text{ext}} \right) .$$

$B_{\text{CoFe}}$ is the field due to the CoFe micro-bar magnet, $\rho$ is the horizontal distance of the bead to the trap center, $z_0$ the height of the bead center, $B_{\text{ext}}$ is the uniform external magnetic field, and $\mu_0$ is the permeability of free space. When $B_{\text{ext}} = 0$, both north and south poles act as symmetric sites of attraction (traps) because the magnetic forces guide the superparamagnetic beads up the field gradients ($F(r) = -\chi_{\text{v}} V \nabla B_{\text{CoFe}}(r)$) to sites of maximal field strength (the poles). When $B_{\text{ext}}$ is sufficiently large and is oriented perpendicular to the surface, this symmetry is broken. For instance, when $B_{\text{ext}}$ points into the surface, north poles become repulsive sites, whereas south poles become attractive. Conversely, out-of-plane external fields reverse this polarity. Thus, a bead may be repeatedly repelled and attracted to a given pole simply by flipping the $z$-component of $B_{\text{CoFe}}$, as illustrated in Fig. 2, a and b.

The bead’s horizontal distance from the trap center $\rho(t)$ is recorded during such a repeated field sequence and the positions tracked in ImageJ using the Trackmate plugin, allowing the bead velocity, $v_{\text{bead}}(\rho)$, to be calculated as a function of the distance from the trap center. Because of the low Reynolds’ number of the system, the magnetic forces on the bead are directly proportional to $v_{\text{bead}}$, ($F_{\text{bead}} = R v_{\text{bead}}$) where $R = 6 \eta d/2$ is the bead’s hydrodynamic resistance (or drag constant). Thus, the bead velocity taken from the recorded trajectories allows the field gradients ($F_{\text{CoFe}}$) emanating from the patterned magnet to be determined. By invoking a simplified magnetic point-charge model of $B_{\text{CoFe}}$, the field from the south pole of the trap may be calculated (38):

$$B_{\text{CoFe}} = k \frac{\vec{r}}{r^2} ,$$

where $k$ is a constant quantifying the trap strength and $\vec{r} = \vec{\rho} + z_0 \hat{z}$ is the distance from the trap center. Under an external magnetic field $B_{\text{ext}} = B_{\text{CoFe}}^z$, the magnetic force on a superparamagnetic particle along the in-plane $\rho$-direction is given as

$$F_{\rho}(\rho, z_0) = \gamma v_{\text{bead}}(\rho, z_0) = -2\chi_{\text{v}} k \rho \sqrt{\frac{2k + 2z_0 \sqrt{\rho^2 + z_0^2}}{(\rho^2 + z_0^2)^{3/2}}} ,$$

where $z_0$ is the effective height of the particle above the plane of the point-charge field source. Fitting the experimental bead velocity data to the above model (Fig. 2 c), all parameters ($k, z_0$) needed to calculate the field gradients associated with the micromagnetic trap are determined.

** Determining the magnetic moment and flagellar thrust of AMB-1 **

AMB-1 cells are cultured in nitrogen-purged serum bottles on magnetic Spiritillum growth media, which consists of medium 1653 from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA) with substitution of Frankel’s vitamin solution and modified Wolfe’s mineral solution (44). For the following experiments, small ($\muL$) samples are removed from the main culture and pipetted onto a substrate containing the calibrated magnetic patterns. The cell mixture is contained laterally by a piece of polydimethylsiloxane cut into the shape of an o-ring and sealed by a glass coverslip placed atop the o-ring.

To determine the escape angle $\theta_e$, the cell is first guided to the trap center and trapped in a vertical (z-direction) orientation pointing into the surface. The tilt angle $\theta$ is then incrementally increased by increasing $B_{\text{ext}}^z$ in 10 G steps until the cell escapes the trap at the critical angle $\theta_e$. Upon escape from the trap, the cell is then made to swim parallel to the surface by imposing an external field purely in the plane ($B_{\text{ext}}^z = 0$) to determine the cell swimming speed $V_{\text{cell}}$. To estimate the magnetic moment $m$, a u-turn experiment (45) is then performed. Once the cell has been guided away from any nearby trapping sites, rapid reversal of the direction of $B_{\text{ext}}^z$ causes the cell to execute a “u-turn.” By comparing the associated magnetic torque to the rotational drag $f_r$ on the AMB-1 cell body, the measured time $\tau_r$ taken to complete the u-turn (45) may be related to $m$ as follows:

$$m = \frac{f_r}{\tau_r B_{\text{ext}}} .$$

The rotational drag coefficient $f_r$ is approximated by the drag on a rod, given as (46)
\[ f_r = \frac{8\eta ml^2}{3\ln\left(\frac{2l}{d}\right) - 1} \]  

where \( l \) is the cell length (measured optically), \( d = 1.2 \, \mu m \) is the effective cell diameter (minimal separation between two neighboring, oriented cells (31)), and \( \eta \) is the fluid viscosity.

The observed \( \theta_c \), along with the trap calibration information \( (k) \) and magnetic moment \( (m) \), are then used to calculate the flagellar thrust \( F_{\text{flag}} \). This measurement sequence was applied to each cell in the study.

**UV exposure**

For the UV exposure experiments, the measurement sequence described above (yielding \( V_{\text{cell}}, m, \) and \( F_{\text{flag}} \)) was carried out repeatedly for a given cell over time. After each sequence was performed, in-plane fields were used to guide the cell of interest back to the calibrated micro-bar magnet. This process was repeated for an extended period (30%), the cells were then exposed to UV radiation via a mercury halide lamp (Leica EL6000), operating at its maximal measured intensity (31), and a measurement sequence was applied to each cell in the study.

This process was repeated for an extended period (30%), the cells were then exposed to \( \mu \)s pulses of UV radiation via a mercury halide lamp (Leica EL6000), operating at its maximal measured output intensity (~96 mW/cm²) for ~20 min. After each UV pulse, an additional set of measurement sequences was performed to ascertain the effect of the pulse on the quantities of interest \((V_{\text{cell}} \times F_{\text{flag}})\) for ~2 min after each pulse. After acquiring measurements for ~10 pulses, the UV lamp was left on to continually expose the cells. Under this constant exposure, the measurement sequence was repeated until the cell ceased to achieve the necessary thrust to escape the trap. The power output \((V_{\text{cell}} \times F_{\text{flag}})\) at each cumulative exposure time was then calculated by averaging over repeated trials collected during the pulse sequence or reported from single measurements in the case of the continuous exposure portion of the experiment. The experiment sequence is summarized schematically in Fig. 3.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Thrust and hydrodynamic mobility**

Fig. 2 illustrates results from a CoFe trap calibration experiment performed with \( B_{\text{ext}} = 90 \, G \). The bead velocity \( v_{\text{bead}}(\rho) \) is based on a running average of \( \rho(t) \) data and is compiled from six repeated trials. A fit (Fig. 2 c) to the magnetic point-charge model displays reasonable agreement to the data and reveals a trap strength of \( k = 2.8 \pm 0.5 \, G \mu m^2 \) and an effective distance \((\rho_0 = 0.95 \pm 0.06 \, \mu m)\) between the point-charge field source and the bead. Discrepancies between the bead’s response and the theoretical prediction likely arise from the finite size of the bead and the presence of higher-order (e.g., dipole, quadrupole) fields not accounted for by the point-charge model. Despite these effects, the model displays good agreement with the data near the point of maximal force (Fig. 2 c), which is most relevant to determining the magnetic force barrier the cell must overcome to escape and hence to the flagellar thrust.

Using the deduced trap parameters \((k, \rho_0)\), the flagellar thrust \( F_{\text{flag}} \) of 118 cells was determined by 1) successively navigating individual cells to the calibrated micro-bar-magnet trap, 2) launching them off by incrementally changing \( \theta \) from \( 0^\circ \) to \( 48^\circ \), 3) noting the angle of escape \( \theta_e \), and 4) immediately performing a u-turn sequence to determine the magnetic moment \( m \) and the in-plane swimming speed \( V_{\text{cell}} \). Fig. 4 summarizes the distributions of \( m, V_{\text{cell}}, \) cell body length \( l \), and flagellar thrust force \((F_{\text{flag}})\) for the 118 bacteria (see Videos S1, S2, and S3 showing measurement sequences).

The mean magnetic moment \( m \), 0.87 ± 0.34 × 10⁻¹⁶ \( Am^2 \), is roughly 2–10 times smaller than recently reported values for AMB-1 (42,45) but displays good agreement with other previously reported values (47–49). This variation may arise from differences in growth conditions. The optically determined mean cell length \( l = 2.7 \pm 0.5 \, \mu m \) is comparable to direct determination of cell lengths in transmission electron microscopy (TEM (39,45)) and the distribution of cell lengths reported in prior optical studies (45). Likewise, the mean velocity 18.3 \( \mu m/s \) of this bacterial population is consistent with earlier studies of AMB-1 (42). The measured mean thrust of the population of 0.029 pN shown in Fig. 4 d is an order of magnitude smaller than the thrust determined in studies on *Escherichia coli* (0.57 pN)
Our measurements of $F_{\text{flag}}$ display good agreement with an analytical estimate of the drag force on the cell using the linear drag force on a cylinder $F_{\text{Lamb}}$, at small but finite Reynold’s number, calculated by Lamb (52), as an approximation. This drag force, assumed to be equal to the flagellar thrust because of the low Reynold’s number, is given by (52)

$$F_{\text{flag}} \approx F_{\text{Lamb}} = \frac{4\pi \eta l}{2 - \gamma - \ln \frac{Re V_{\text{cell}}}{8}}$$

$$= \frac{4\pi \eta l}{2 - \gamma - \ln \frac{d V_{\text{cell}} \rho_w}{4\eta} V_{\text{cell}}},$$

where $\gamma = 0.577216$ is Euler’s constant, $\eta$ is the dynamic viscosity of water, $l$ and $V_{\text{cell}}$ the measured cell length and velocity, $Re = 2dV_{\text{cell}} (\rho_w/\eta)$ is the Reynold’s number, $d$ is the cell diameter (taken to be $\sim$500 nm from TEM (39)), and $\rho_w$ is the density of water. Fig. 4. $f$ presents the measured flagellar thrust ($F_{\text{flag}}$) versus the calculated Lamb drag ($F_{\text{Lamb}}$) using the measured velocity ($V_{\text{cell}}$) and cell length ($l$). The solid line indicates the Lamb prediction for a cylinder, and the dashed line indicates a linear best fit to the data, which yields a slope of $\sim 1.3$. Thus, the observed drag force $\approx 1.3 F_{\text{Lamb}}$ is roughly 30% larger than that calculated for a cylinder. This increased drag could arise because of the more complex physical shape of the spirochete cell envelope, as well as from the effect of the cell’s proximity to the surface during measurement.

It is worth noting that the reported drag observed previously for E. coli is shown to have good agreement with the drag predicted for a prolate spheroid (37), in contrast to our results, which display better agreement with a cylindrical model. For a given cell diameter and length, the cylindrical model presented predicts a drag force roughly an order of magnitude smaller than that of the equivalent spheroid (37), implying that the differences in the observed drag between the species discussed above may be accounted for by shape rather than dimensional factors. We speculate that the higher drag observed on the two peritrichous species likely results from the additional drag created by the presence of multiple flagella distributed randomly over the cell envelope, thereby increasing the effective size of the cell and resulting in better agreement with the spheroidal model. In contrast, the flagella of amphitrichous AMB-1 are positioned solely at the poles of the cell envelope, with the single driving flagellum trailing behind the body and lying along the axis, resulting in better agreement with the cylindrical idealization. These results therefore suggest that the fitness advantage imparted by forming additional flagella may be primarily driven by the need to execute tumbling events that redirect the swimming orientation rather than to attain higher swimming speeds. AMB-1, like many magnetotactic bacteria, is found in vertically stratified oxygen gradients at anoxic-anoxic boundary. Hence, it typically executes a quasi-one-dimensional search for optimal growth conditions, in contrast to the more typical three-dimensional chemotactic search. We therefore further speculate that the differences in flagellar number

\[ \text{FIGURE 4 Histograms showing distribution of 118 (a) magnetic moments, (b) cell body lengths, (c) swimming velocities $V_{cell}$, and (d) flagellar thrust measured from launch experiments. (e) Swimming speed $V_{cell}$ versus flagellar thrust $F_{\text{flag}}$ is shown for 118 individual cells. (f) Calculated drag force $F_{\text{Lamb}}$ on a cylinder at low Reynold’s number versus measured thrust force $F_{\text{flag}}$ is shown. Solid black line indicates perfect agreement with theoretical calculation of Lamb drag, and green dashed line indicates a linear fit to the data. To see this figure in color, go online.} \]
may reflect the search space traversed by the cells. Whereas *E. coli* gains an enhanced ability to sample three-dimensional space by tumbling, AMB-1 generally restricts itself to a one-dimensional search, relying on magnetic orientation to select the appropriate direction.

**Flagellar power output**

Using the measured thrust $F_{\text{flag}}$ and corresponding velocity, the overall power $P = P_{\text{flag}} \cdot V_{\text{cell}}$ dissipated by the fluid as a result of the bacterium’s swimming can be estimated. Fig. 5a shows the estimated power of each of the 118 cells plotted against its magnetic moment $m$, revealing a degree of correlation. Although this correlation is unexpected at first glance, consideration of basic metabolic concerns clarifies the result. Production of the magnetosome chain is highly energy-intensive and is estimated to require 33% of the cell’s energy resources (53). Although one might expect that cell length may correlate power consumption and the cell magnetic moment, we do not observe correlation of these parameters (see Fig. S1). This lack of correlation may result from the fact that cells used in our study were sampled from multiple batches over a period of several weeks.

The power output of the flagellum, which is ultimately dissipated by the fluid, is an indicator of the availability and efficiency of consumption of energetic resources, serving as a “volt meter” to probe the electrophysiology of single cells, as recently proposed by Krasnopeeva et al. (35). Hence, one expects that higher access to energy sources should yield both higher levels of magnetosome production and correspondingly higher power output from the flagellum, effectively regarding these two processes as a parallel circuit with equal access to metabolic energy resources available to the cell.

Previous work (35,54) has revealed that UV exposure can reduce the flagellar activity of bacterial cells. Although the mechanisms underlying this damage are complex, one identified mechanism implicates the formation of reactive oxygen species (54), which have been shown to result in damage to multiple components of the cell (55,56) (DNA, RNA, proteins, and lipids), including the cell membrane. As the membrane becomes compromised, the osmotic gradient of radicals that power the flagellar motor is reduced, resulting in diminished flagellar power. Indeed, the response of single AMB-1 cells to UV radiation revealed (Fig. 5b) a quasiexponential decay in flagellar power output ($P$) as a function of UV exposure with a time constant $\tau$,

$$P = P_0 e^{-t/\tau},$$

reproducing results consistent with known cell damage mechanisms. Fig. 5b shows the relative decay in flagellar output power ($P/P_0$) versus the scaled time $t^* = t/\tau$ for cells with time constants of $\sim 300$ s, $\sim 60$ s, and $\sim 1000$ s, respectively. The response to UV exposure of different cells should depend on a number of factors, such as phenotypic variations from cell to cell, the point in the cell life cycle at which the experiment is conducted, and the overall energy resources available to the particular cell. Although these factors were not monitored in our study, the findings demonstrate the ability to track single-cell physiological responses over time. As the flagellar power $P$ drops, the force versus velocity relationship for an individual cell may also be determined (Fig. 5c) over a range of values, permitting estimation of single-cell hydrodynamic resistance and providing a means of manipulating the single-cell flagellar thrust.

The approach outlined above provides a novel, to our knowledge, and tether-free probe of single-cell energetics that can serve as a foundation for future studies of energetics at the individual cell level. Unlike optical tweezers methods (37), for which single-cell extended time analysis is difficult and parallelization is limited, and invasive surface-tethered cell methods, which require genetic modifications (35).
this technique allows unmodified cells to be measured repeatedly for an indefinite duration. Moreover, because the trapping mechanism is based on lithographically patterned materials, the technique lends itself especially to high-throughput studies—the traps may be readily arrayed and integrated with microfluidic environments that isolate cells and allow the chemical environment to be dynamically changed, permitting the direct time-resolved response of large numbers of individual cells to environmental conditions of interest.

Micromagnetic approaches to measuring flagellar thrust are not limited only to the study of inherently magnetic bacteria. Numerous magnetic labeling schemes exist that allow biological material to be rendered magnetic without dramatically altering behavior or hydrodynamics. For example, a chemically functionalized magnetic micelle (~50 nm) (57) has been demonstrated that allows microtubules to be rendered magnetic and remotely controlled (58). For nonspherical cells such as E. coli, random attachment of chemically functionalized magnetic nanoparticles on the cell membrane will result in a net magnetic moment along the cell swimming axis because of the cell’s naturally occurring anisotropy. In principle, the measurement of locomotive forces could also be extended to motility strategies such as gliding or undulatory locomotion in nonflagellated organisms or in synthetic microswimmer systems. Furthermore, using appropriately designed magnetic micro-bar magnets, the technique could be scaled up to perform measurements on larger systems such as algae, sperm, or multicellular organisms. Thus, our technique represents a flexible and scalable means of exploring microorganisinal motility through application of well-understood physical forces and simple optical detection.

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated a novel, to our knowledge, and facile means of directly measuring thrust and power output of the bacterial flagellar motor in a living microorganism. This technique not only provides a means of exploring the flagellar motor but also allows a unique level of control over the positions of the swimmer in general, thereby extending previous efforts based on optical tweezers and dielectrophoresis via a new, to our knowledge, magnetic and remotely controlled (58). For nonspherical cells such as E. coli, random attachment of chemically functionalized magnetic nanoparticles on the cell membrane will result in a net magnetic moment along the cell swimming axis because of the cell’s naturally occurring anisotropy. In principle, the measurement of locomotive forces could also be extended to motility strategies such as gliding or undulatory locomotion in nonflagellated organisms or in synthetic microswimmer systems. Furthermore, using appropriately designed magnetic micro-bar magnets, the technique could be scaled up to perform measurements on larger systems such as algae, sperm, or multicellular organisms. Thus, our technique represents a flexible and scalable means of exploring microorganisnal motility through application of well-understood physical forces and simple optical detection.

Micromagnetic approaches to measuring flagellar thrust are not limited only to the study of inherently magnetic bacteria. Numerous magnetic labeling schemes exist that allow biological material to be rendered magnetic without dramatically altering behavior or hydrodynamics. For example, a chemically functionalized magnetic micelle (~50 nm) (57) has been demonstrated that allows microtubules to be rendered magnetic and remotely controlled (58). For nonspherical cells such as E. coli, random attachment of chemically functionalized magnetic nanoparticles on the cell membrane will result in a net magnetic moment along the cell swimming axis because of the cell’s naturally occurring anisotropy. In principle, the measurement of locomotive forces could also be extended to motility strategies such as gliding or undulatory locomotion in nonflagellated organisms or in synthetic microswimmer systems. Furthermore, using appropriately designed magnetic micro-bar magnets, the technique could be scaled up to perform measurements on larger systems such as algae, sperm, or multicellular organisms. Thus, our technique represents a flexible and scalable means of exploring microorganisnal motility through application of well-understood physical forces and simple optical detection.

Micromagnetic approaches to measuring flagellar thrust are not limited only to the study of inherently magnetic bacteria. Numerous magnetic labeling schemes exist that allow biological material to be rendered magnetic without dramatically altering behavior or hydrodynamics. For example, a chemically functionalized magnetic micelle (~50 nm) (57) has been demonstrated that allows microtubules to be rendered magnetic and remotely controlled (58). For nonspherical cells such as E. coli, random attachment of chemically functionalized magnetic nanoparticles on the cell membrane will result in a net magnetic moment along the cell swimming axis because of the cell’s naturally occurring anisotropy. In principle, the measurement of locomotive forces could also be extended to motility strategies such as gliding or undulatory locomotion in nonflagellated organisms or in synthetic microswimmer systems. Furthermore, using appropriately designed magnetic micro-bar magnets, the technique could be scaled up to perform measurements on larger systems such as algae, sperm, or multicellular organisms. Thus, our technique represents a flexible and scalable means of exploring microorganisnal motility through application of well-understood physical forces and simple optical detection.
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Supplemental Text:

The three supplemental videos (s1, s2, s3) show typical measurement sequences for cells selected from the population described by figure 4. Once trapped, cells remain oriented perpendicular to the surface by a field directed into the surface (-90 Oe). The field is then flipped between +90 and – 90 Oe twice. This allows the video to be synchronized with the predetermined timed sequence of magnetic fields. After the initial synchronization sequence, the in-plane field component is then increased in 10 Oe steps and the cell escapes the trap. Using the synchronization sequence and the known timing of the tilting sequence, the frame in which the cell escapes the trap may be correlated with the particular field angle corresponding to the bacterium’s escape. The cell is then directed along a straight path away from a wire. After it is sufficiently far from the wires, the cell is directed along the plane (purely in-plane fields) to allow the swimming speed to be determined. The in-plane field is then rapidly flipped by 180° causing the cell to execute a u-turn, which is used to determine the magnetic moment. This sequence is repeated several times, to allow averaging of the times taken to complete the u-turn to improve the accuracy of the determination of the magnetic moment.

Supplemental Figures:

![Figure S1: Cell length vs magnetic moment (a) reveals a lack of correlation. Similarly, Length does not appear to be correlated to cell power output (b)](image)